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Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty 
two multiple personalities.
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Ukraine Crisis

Russia has told the United States and NATO that its main demands “have not been taken into 
account” and warned of an inevitable nuclear missile crisis if no action was taken.

Because of the worldwide unrest it is advised to have 2-3 weeks worth supply of food, cash, 
fuel, medical supplies and essentials on hand.

Memorial Day: Promise of Liberty (5/30/2021) | Music & The Spoken Word – Bing video

Judy Note: The False Flag “World War III” that has broken out in the Ukraine will be a cover for
the Global Currency Reset.

• The UN Security Council has published papers releasing Iraq from all Chapter 7 
sanctions and the Iraqi Dinar has gone international.

• Bruce: Last Mon. 21 Feb. and Tues. 22 Feb. the Bond Holders had access to all of their 
funds.

• Nesara should kick in on Tues. 1 March.
• Bruce: Tier 4B could get notified Fri, Sat. or Mon. for appointments Sat. 26 Feb, Mon. 

28 Feb. or Tues. 1 March.
• MarkZ: As of Thurs. evening 24 Feb. Redemption folks were absolutely expecting to 

work this weekend.
• Bruce: Redemption Center Staff were on standby this weekend.

Today Thurs. 24 Feb the headlines read, “Russia invaded Ukraine in Europe’s ‘darkest hours’ 
since WWII,” althoughat the same time Russian troops were celebrating with Ukrainian locals who 
had welcomed the Russian army as peacekeepers. By mid morning Russian Flags appeared in all 
of the Ukraine, the locals having greeted the Russian army as liberators.

For the past eight years the Ukraine had been an Illuminati stronghold housing Deep State 
biological weapons labs. Cabal Governments around the world were opposing Russia’s claims to 
it’s own territories, while the Cabal-controlled Mass Media was pushing World War III had started 
in Ukraine, although didn’t even mention Israel’s bombing of Syria last night.

Thurs. 24 Feb. 2022 The Big Call, Bruce: Thebigcall.net 667-770-1866 pin123456#

• Last Mon. 21 Feb. and Tues. 22 Feb. the Bond Holds had access to all of their funds.
• Tier 4B could get notified Fri, Sat. or Mon. for appointments Sat. 26 Feb, Mon. 28 Feb. 

or Tues. 1 March.
• Redemption Center Staff were on standby this weekend.
• NESARA should kick in on Tues. 1 March.

World War III Has Begun Armageddon: It’s Going to be Biblical. Putin Launches “Military 
Operation” In Ukraine. Israel Bombs Damascus Syria in the Middle of the Night. It’s a Nuclear 
Standoff Centered on destruction of Ukraine Deep State Biological Weapons Labs, while news last 
night the Israel bombing of Syria was too distracted by the Russian invasion to challenge US 
funded atrocities.

• Global Markets Unravel
• The largest Global Military Operation in Planet Earth History Has Launched
• For a Transition to Gesara Greatness.
• White Hats of the World vs. England, Israel & CCP Deep State

http://www.thebigcall.net/
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=tabernacle+choir+patriotic+music&docid=608009323134662626&mid=92771E14864449FF788792771E14864449FF7887&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


• Would Soon Start in England, While Israel Was Last
• Blackout Necessary
• Beware of the Ides of March Black Swan Event:
• A Global Stock Market Crash
• Think Wuhan & Big Pharma Labs.
• Bitcoin Underground Data Center = All Dams including Three Gorges Dam
• See Vlad about to hit Dams
• Daniel 8:6
• And So It Begins…

Global Financial Crisis:

• Global Markets Unravel As Putin Launches “Military Operation” In Ukraine:  https://
www.zerohedge.com/markets/global-markets-unravel-putin-launches-military-operation

• The two major indicators of a Stock Market Crash – the Dollar Index skyrocketing 6.15 
and price of oil up 5.64% – happened overnight.

• Investors pull billions of dollars from bond and money market funds at fastest pace in 
years: https://www.cnbc.com/2022/02/23/investors-pull-billions-from-bond-money-market-
funds-at-fastest-pace-in-years.html

• Head of Ukraine Foreign Ministry Calls for Russia to be disconnected from the SWIFT 
global financial system. SWIFT will be disconnected worldwide so we can go to the Global 
Financial Reset. Go Russia. Get rid of all those Zionist Nazis in Ukraine.

• Russian Stock Market already down 50%.
• Evergrande Crisis destroys Tether which destroys Bitcoin (BTC). Tether goes down, D.C

Defaults, BTC Data Center Internet switched off was the only to kill BTC they said. What is 
gonna happen to get New Internet on? The other must go off right? Remember they 
disconnected and shutdown BTC Mining because of Electricity Useage. We are going to 
Free Energy. Environmentally Better. Think EMF causing Cancer.

• Russian assets plummeted approximately $259bn as stocks lost as much as 45%, marking
their biggest ever retreat, while the ruble dropped to record lows to the US dollar and 
insuring Russian debt spiked to highest levels since 2009. (Bloomberg)

• Strict sanctions threatened by the EU have prompted markets into freefall, and the 
Russian Central Bank into emergency action by offering $11.5bn last night in additional 
liquidity to banks in a repo auction.

• Supreme Court of China declares Crypto Currency including Bitcoin fundraising illegal: 
https://twitter.com/theinsiderpaper/status/1496836824181968896?s=28

• Putin has banned Jacob Rothschild and his banking cartel family from Russia: 
https://twitter.com/ant159694954/status/1496855434929623043?s=21

• Bitcoin slumped to its lowest in a month on Thursday after Russian forces fired missiles at 
several cities in Ukraine and landed troops on its coast, sparking a sell-off of riskier assets.
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To help detox heavy metals and toxins from chemtrails and other exposure, we recommend taking 
Touchstone Essentials liquid zeolite products.

Note: Readers can save 10% off their first order using promo code INTEL10

Pure Body (Digestive Detox)

Pure Body Extra Strength (Cellular Detox)

Money Metals Exchange

Gold, Silver, and Copper.
Voted best in USA by Worldwide Ratings Organization.
BBB score A+
Click on the image above then go to “Specials” to see discounted stock.
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Disclaimer

We do not endorse any opinions expressed on the Dinar Chronicles website. We do not support, 
represent or guarantee the completeness, truthfulness, accuracy, or reliability of any content or 
communications posted on Dinar Chronicles.

Dinar Chronicles is not a registered investment adviser, broker dealer, banker or currency dealer 
and as such, no information on the website should be construed as investment advice. We do not 
intend to and are not providing financial, legal, tax, political or any other advice to any reader of 
the website. This website is merely for informational/entertainment purposes. It is not the purpose 
or intention of this website to influence any person to purchase or sell Iraqi Dinars, Vietnamese 
Dong, other currencies, or any other investment.

Do not buy, sell, trade or hold any Iraqi Dinars, Vietnamese Dong, other currencies, commodities 
or other investments based upon any postings or messages on the website or referenced on this 
website. Seek and rely upon the advice of licensed and registered financial, legal and tax advisers.

This is a free website and a free service. Any and all information contained herein shall be 
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any information contained herein including information provided by others. The owners or 
operators of the website shall all be held harmless for any and all information posted on this 
website.

By using this website you may be exposed to content that might be distasteful, harmful, inaccurate 
or otherwise inappropriate, or in some cases, postings that have been mislabeled or are otherwise 
deceptive. Under no circumstances will the owners or operators of the website be liable in any way 
for any content, including, but not limited to, any errors or omissions in any content, or any loss or 
damage of any kind incurred as a result of the use of any content posted, emailed, transmitted or 
otherwise made available elsewhere.
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Guest Posting and Responses

Dinar Chronicles is now allowing viewers to guest post and respond to articles. If you wish to 
respond or speak your mind and write a post/article or about the current situation relating to Iraq, 
the RV, the GCR and so on. You may now send in an entry.

All you need to do is send your entry to UniversalOm432Hz@gmail.com with these following 
rules.
The subject line of your email should be: “Entry | (Title of your post) | Dinar Chronicles”
 
– Proper grammar
– Solely write intel, rumors, news, thoughts, messages regarding Dinarland, Iraq, the RV, the 
GCR, NESARA/GESARA, the Republic, Spirituality, Ascension and anything that is relating
– Your signature/name/username at the end (If you wish to remain anonymous then you don’t 
need to provide one.)

If you have any questions or wish to communicate with us then please give us an email 
at UniversalOm432Hz@gmail.com

Send your entry and speak out today!
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